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Brutus became tremendously rich by taking his military mint on a tour of Asia Minor and Greece.

Marcus Junius Brutus (85-42 BC) … was a Roman politician, orator, and the most famous 
of the assassins of Julius Caesar. … By the end of the campaign in Asia minor, both Brutus 
and Cassius were tremendously rich. They reconvened at Sardis … in August 42.

Wikipedia - Marcus Junius Brutus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brutus

Caesar became tremendously rich by touring Spain, France, and Italy with his military mint.

Caesar was very “un-Roman”.

Caesar started striking golden coins “more often”.

Caesar was so “un-Roman” even his coins looked positively Carthaginian.

“If you bid me plunder the gods and fire their temples, the furnace of the military mint 
shall melt down the statues of the deities ; if you bid me pitch the camp by the waters of 
Etruscan Tiber, I shall make bold to invade the fields of Italy and there mark out the lines ; 
whatever walls you wish to level, these arms shall ply the ram and scatter the stones asunder,
even if the city you doom to utter destruction be Rome.”

To this speech all the cohorts together signified their assent, raising their hands on high and 
promising their aid in any war to which Caesar summoned them.

Lucan – The Civil War – Book I
Translation: James D Duff – Trinity College – Cambridge – 1928

https://archive.org/details/lucancivilwarboo00lucauoft/page/31/mode/1up?view=theater

It must not be supposed that the Romans began their accumulations of the precious 
metals by mining for them. In fact they began by plundering them.

It was not until after they had gathered all the spoil which the surrounding states of Italy 
afforded them, that they fell to mining; indeed, it was not until after the spoils of Tarentum 
had found their way to the jewelers, the temples and the grave, that gold-mining became 
systematic.

But mining is slow work compared with plundering; and the Romans soon discovered the
superior productiveness of the latter.

 A History of the Precious Metals -  Alexander Del Mar - 1902
https://archive.org/details/historyofpreciou00delmuoft/page/59/mode/1up

Malaga Bay - The Great Splice
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/the-great-splice/

It's said Caesar put the Rubicon River on the map of Italy by Crossing The Rubicon in 49 BC.

Cisalpine Gaul was the part of Italy inhabited by Celts (Gauls) during the 4th and 3rd 
centuries BC. After its conquest by the Roman Republic in the 200s BC it was considered 
geographically part of Roman Italy but remained administratively separated. It was a Roman
province from c. 81 BC until 42 BC, when it was de jure merged into Roman Italy as 
indicated in Caesar's unpublished acts (Acta Caesaris).
…
The Roman province of the 1st century BC was bounded on the north and west by the 
Alps, in the south as far as Placentia by the river Po, and then by the Apennines and the 
river Rubicon, and in the east by the Adriatic Sea.

Wikipedia - Cisalpine Gaul
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cisalpine_Gaul

The Rubicon (Latin: Rubico, Italian: Rubicone pronounced) is a shallow river in 
northeastern Italy, just north of Rimini.
…
In 49 BC, perhaps on January 10, Julius Caesar led a single legion, Legio XIII Gemina, 
south over the Rubicon from Cisalpine Gaul to Italy to make his way to Rome. In doing so,
he deliberately broke the law limiting his imperium, making armed conflict inevitable. …
According to Suetonius, Caesar uttered the famous phrase alea iacta est ("the die is cast") 
upon crossing the Rubicon, signifying that his action was irreversible.

The phrase "crossing the Rubicon" is now used to refer to committing irrevocably to a 
grave course of action, similar to the modern phrase "passing the point of no return."

The presence of Caesar and his legion in Italy forced Pompey, the consuls, and a large part 
of the senate to flee Rome. Caesar's victory in the subsequent civil war ensured that he 
would never be punished for his actions.

Wikipedia - Rubicon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubicon

It's also said Octavian took the Rubicon River off the map of Italy in 42 BC.

After Caesar's crossing, the Rubicon was a geographical feature of note until about 42 BC, 
when Octavian merged the Province of Cisalpine Gaul into Italia and the river ceased to be 
the extreme northern border of Italy. The decision robbed the Rubicon of its importance, 
and the name gradually disappeared from the local toponymy.

Wikipedia - Rubicon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubicon

Subsequently:

Historians whiled away many happy centuries looking for the Rubicon River.

There was a little stream in ancient times, in the north of Italy, which flowed westward into 
the Adriatic Sea, called the Rubicon.
…
The Rubicon was a very important boundary, and yet it was in itself so small and 
insignificant that it is now impossible to determine which of two or three little brooks 
here running into the sea is entitled to its name and renown.

Julius Caesar - Jacob Abbott - 1901
https://archive.org/details/juliuscaesar00abbo/page/129/mode/1up

With the revival during the fifteenth century of interest in the topography of ancient Roman 
Italy, the matter of identifying the Rubicon in the contemporary landscape became a topic 
of debate among Renaissance humanists.
…
As the centuries went by, several rivers of the Adriatic coast between Ravenna and Rimini
have at times been said to correspond to the ancient Rubicon.

Wikipedia - Rubicon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubicon

Eventually:

The historians discovered the Pisciatello was called the Rubigone in the 11th or 12th century.

RUBICON, a small stream of ancient Italy, which flowed into the Adriatic between 
Ariminum and Caesena, and formed the boundary between Italy and the province of 
Cisalpine Gaul.

There has been much controversy as to the identification of the stream; it appears that, its 
upper course is represented by that of the Pisciatello (called Rubigone in the 11th or 12th 
century and now Rugone or Urgone), and its lower portion by the Fiumicino, which the 
Urgone once joined.

The point was marked by a station on the Via Aemilia below their confluence, 12 m. N.W.
of Ariminum, bearing the name ad Confluentes; and here is still preserved a three-arched 
bridge, larger than is necessary for the water carried by the present Fiumicino. 

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 23 - Rubicon
https://archive.org/details/encyclopaediabri23chisrich/page/808/mode/1up

Coincidentally:

When the Early Roman Ruler adjustment of 1,180 years is applied to Caesar's lifespan it becomes 
apparent that he lived in the 11th and 12th centuries when the Pisciatello was called the Rubigone.

Gaius Julius Caesar (100 BC - 44 BC) was a Roman general and statesman. 

Wikipedia - Julius Caesar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar

Given the date range of the Antonine Plague [165-180 AD] it’s not unreasonable to adjust 
the calendar alignment so that 220 AD equates to 1400 CE i.e. an offset of 1,180 years.

Malaga Bay - 1400 Years of Fabricated Frosts
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/01/1400-years-of-fabricated-frosts/

Coincidentally:

The arrival of Caesar in Italy heralded the arrival of fired bricks.

Norman brick makers arrived in Rome [from the East] in the 12th or 13th century.

Malaga Bay - The British Brick
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2020/07/26/the-british-brick/

... the earliest dated building in Rome to make use of fired brick is the Theatre of 
Marcellus, completed in 13 BC.

Wikipedia - Roman Brick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_brick

However:

The historians have singularly failed to find any tangible evidence that Caesar ever crossed the 
rusty Rubicon River on his way to Rome.

Today there is no evidence of Caesar's historical passage.
…
The Latin word Rubico comes from the adjective rubeus, meaning "red."
The river was so named because its waters are colored red by iron deposits in the riverbed.

Wikipedia - Rubicon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubicon

Perhaps:

Historians should have searched the auriferous Rhenus River [aka Reno] valley for evidence.

The Durias Major (Doria Baltea) Durias Minor, Sessites, and other Alpine affluents of the 
Bodencus (Eridanus, Padus, or Po) and their valleys, were anciently auriferous; so were the 
Renus, Chiana, Arno and Tiber1.
…
1. Rhenus. The Italians call this river, the Reno.
The Rhenus of the Menapians is now called the Rhine. 

 A History of the Precious Metals -  Alexander Del Mar - 1902
https://archive.org/details/historyofpreciou00delmuoft/page/53/mode/1up

The Reno is a river of Emilia-Romagna, northern Italy. … The Reno was a tributary of the 
Po until the middle of the 18th century when the course was diverted to lessen the risk of 
devastating floods … the Reno basin being situated within Gallia Cisalpina …

Wikipedia - Reno (river)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reno_(river)

Either way:

Review the evidence [and lack thereof] and draw your own conclusions.
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